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The large sample null distribution of a progressively censored nonparametric test 
for multiple regression proposed by Majumdar and Sen is computed. Also the 
asymptotic nonnull distribution for the test based on Savage scores is computed for 
local alternatives when the underlying distribution is exponential. The power of this 
test is compared with the power of the corresponding fixed sample tests. The 
stopping properties are also investigated. A short table of critical values is included. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In life testing experiments it is often desirable to be able to terminate the 
experiment early if the data warrant it, consequently saving time or 
resources. A class of nonparametric tests which allows the possibility of 
early termination when testing a multiple regression hypothesis has recently 
been proposed by Majumdar and Sen [ 111. These tests are progressively 
censored versions of simple linear rank tests (Hajek and Sidak [6, p. 1031) 
and generalize the simple regression tests proposed by Chatterjee and Sen 
PI. 
In Section 2, we review the construction of these tests and present some 
selected critical values of their asymptotic distributions. The asymptotic 
distribution of the test statistic under the null hypothesis and certain 
contiguous alternatives is calculated in Section 3. In Section 4 we specialize 
the results of Majumdar and Sen to the case of Savage scores and investigate 
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the asymptotic power and stopping time under local scale alternatives for an 
underlying exponential distribution. These results are compared to the 
corresponding fixed plan tests. Koziol and Petkau ]9] have completed such 
an investigation for the case of a single covariate and Davis [ 31 has done a 
similar study but for the statistic based on Wilcoxon scores. 
2. DEFINITION AND THE ASYMPTOTIC NULL DISTRIBUTION 
Let X, ,..., X, be independent random variables with continuous 
distribution functions F(X - Ci p), where C r ,..., C, is a sequence of known 
p-dimensional vectors and p is a p-dimensional vector of unknown regression 
coefficients. Regression in scale may be treated in an analogous manner or 
converted to the location problem by the use of logarithms. Let S,, ,..., S,, 
be the antiranks and suppose we are predetermined to stop on or before the 
rth order statistic. Then the progressively censored simple linear rank 
statistic is defined for 1 < q < n as [ 1 I] 
T,,, = 5 (Csni - I,,)@, - a,*(q)), 
where C,, = n-l Cr=r Ci, the u,,(i) are the scores, and af(q) = 
(n -4)-l .x’=,,l a,(i) if q f n, and ax(n) = 0. Let 
xn = -$ (Ci - C,)(Ci - C,)‘, 
i=l 
(2.2) 
which we assume to be of full rank and 
A;,,=@- 1))’ I,$, @Ai) - &J2 + (n - W,*(q) - 4Jz/ , P.3) 
where 6, = (l/n) Cf= r u,(i). Then Majumdar and Sen [ 1 l] propose using 
the test statistic 
(2.4) 
to test the hypothesis H, : p = 0 vs H, : p # 0. 
Under II,, the test statistic is distribution free, although it depends on 
C , ,..., C,. However, because computation of the null distribution quickly 
becomes difficult as n becomes large, it is desirable to have large sample 
approximations. Majumdar and Sen [ 111 have shown under suitable 
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TABLE1 
Critical Values of the Distribution of sup,,<,<, 11 W(t)11 for 
Dimensions 1 Through 7 and Selected Values of a 
P 
a 1 2 3 4 5 6 I 
0.10 1.960 2.419 2.750 3.023 3.260 3.474 3.669 
0.05 2.24 1 2.695 3.023 3.294 3.530 3.743 3.938 
0.01 2.807 3.242 3.562 3.827 4.059 4.269 4.461 
conditions on the scores and regression vectors that if r/n -P s > 0 as n--f co 
then 
where W(t) is a standard p-dimensional Wiener process and ]I. ]] is the 
Euclidean norm. The process (( W(.)]] is k nown as a Bessel process [8, p. 591. 
In Section 3 this distribution is computed. For p = 1 it is well known and 
for p = 3 it may be expressed in either of the two relatively simple forms 
1 + 2 fy (++W (2.6) 
n=l 
Some values of these distributions were computed for p = 1 to p = 7 using 
Eq. (3.8) and a table of lo-place zeros and derivatives of Bessel functions 
[ 12 ]. Table I contains some selected critical values. More extensive tables 
have been computed and are available upon request. It should be noted that 
the convergence expressed in (2.5) is not uniform in p and is likely to be 
slower for larger p. 
3. DERIVATION OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE STOPPING TIME 
Let V(t) = W(t) + pt, where )I is a constant p-dimensional drift vector. We 
shall compute the distribution of the stopping time, r(o), for this process to 
cross the boundary Sp-’ = {x: ]]x]j = z}. S ince this boundary is rotationally 
invariant, we choose our coordinate axes so that p = 01, O,..., 0), where 
P = lIc1ll* 
Switching to polar coordinates, we let x, = I cos 8,) x2 = r sin 13~ cos 8, ,..., 
xp=rsintI, ... sintIP-,. Let O(w) be the (p - 1)-tuple which is defined as 
the coordinates of the hitting point on the (p - I)-sphere SP-’ when V(.) 
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hits SpP ’ and which is arbitrary on the set of events where V( .) does not hit 
SpP ‘. From the symmetry, the coordinates (O*,..., O,- ,) will be uniformly 
distributed on Sp-’ independently on 0,. 
Following Fortet [S] and Durbin [4] we consider the probability that V(t) 
is contained in some region (I external to Sp-‘. We let F(t, 0) = 
P(r < t, 0 < 0). Then 
P(V(f) E U) = I’J P{V(t) E U( 5(o) = s, O(w) = tl) F(ds, de). (3.1) 
0 9-1 
Using the strong Markov property of V(.) (Blumenthal [ 11) we may rewrite 
the kernel of (3.1) as P(V(t) E U 1 V(s)}. 
Instead of working with a general region U, we shall rewrite (3.1) in terms 
of densities, choosing our point in U to have coordinates (I, $i ,..., O,O,O). 
The integration over (0,) e4 ,..., 0,- ,) may then be done and the resulting 
equation Laplace transformed [ 10, p. 851 yielding 
v = ” =- 
i TO 
sinPw28, de, 
i 
z sinP-382 de, G(P, t9,)PCoS~1 fG@P), (3.2) 
0 
where /I = (2q + p2)‘j2, q being the Laplace transform parameter; v =p/2 - 1; 
K,, is the modified Bessel function with index v; p = (r2 t z2 - 2rz cos a)“* 
with cos a = cos 0, cos $i + sin 0, sin #i cos 8,; and G(J?, 0,) is the Laplace 
transform off@, 8,), the density of F with respect to ds x sinp-28, de,. 
K,@p) may be expanded using [ 10, pp. 107, 2231. The integration over 8, 
results in 
P ” 
0 
= ; K,(P)= 8l-(v) r2(2v - 1) (2rz)” P(v - 4) i sinv12f3, G(& 81)e-L~C0SB1, 0 
c (vtm) 
EO 
‘Cm’ ‘) cm(cO~d,) c~(~~~e,)~,,+,~z)~,,+,(pr)de,, 
qm t 24 
(3.3) 
where Ck is a Gegenbauer polynomial and I, is a modified Bessel function. 
By inspection we see that the solution is of the form 
G(j3, 0,) = erucose~ g(p). (3.4) 
Substituting this, we obtain 
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M(q) = Z”(W) (49” 
WI,(zp>’ (3.6) 
Although the details of derivation given above hold only for p greater than 3, 
(3.5) and (3.6) can be show to hold’ for all dimensions. 
The transform M(q) can be inverted by contour integration to give an 
infinite series expansion for the density h(t) of r: 
Z”hZ) co z$’ ,-Iw+4sdlZr~lt 
hw = (jfzyz* mz, JXZ”rn) ’ 
(3.7) 
where J, is the Bessel function of order v and z,,,,, is the mth positive zero of 
J,, . 
This expression may be integrated term by term to give 
= 1 + 2z”@z) 02 (Z”m)D+~e-l’“*L~+Z~m)/ZZ~I olz)” m?, J’h&*z2 + &A 
Likewise, the expected value of min(t, l), the truncated stopping 
be computed as 
(3.8) 
time, can 
z C(w) E{min(r, l)] =P{t > l} + --- _li_ + 2Z”o1Z) 
P Z,(w) PZ OIZ)“’ 
co .“+‘o -I(rr’z’+z? )/ZZ’l em c ‘urn c J’(zUm)~*zZ + z:,)’ tj12z2 + zsm + 222). (3.9) m=l 
4. SOME ASYMPTOTIC NONNULL LOCAL PROPERTIES 
FOR THE CASE OF SAVAGE SCORES 
We turn our attention now to Savage scores which are given by 
%I(9 = i: w>* (4.1) 
j=n-i+ I 
Savage scores are known to possess optimal asymptotic properties when the 
underlying distribution is exponential and a scale alternative is considered. In 
the multisample case their use is asymptotically equivalent to the use of the 
Mantel-Haenzel statistic (Peto and Peto [ 131). 
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Suppose the underlying distribution is exponential with F(x) = 1 - exp(-x) 
and the sequence of alternatives considered is F,(x) = 1 - 
exp(-exp(P’C,/n”*)x), where p is a fixed vector. Then if r/n + s > 0 as 
n+ oo and 
a. lim,,, n-IX, = Z exists and is of full rank, 
b. lim n-mmax~~i~n (Ci - C,)’ x;yci - C”) = 0, 
Sen [ 14) has shown that 
PVC,, > xl = pi ,y, IlW(f) + wll > XL (4.2) 
where the drift vector p = s 1’2Z”2p. Alternatively, the usual fixed plan test 
statistic is given by 
sn,r = ~~,:(T~,rvL) (4.3) 
and has asymptotically a central x2 and a noncentral x’(jl~ll’) under the 
sequence of null hypotheses and alternative hypotheses, respectively. 
The powers of the fixed plan test and the sequential plan test are given in 
Fig. 1 for a significance level of 0.05. One can see that use of the sequential 
plan causes only a small reduction in power. In this asymptotic limit, sample 
sizes for the sequential test could be approximately computed as sample sizes 
POUERS OF FIXElI m SEWNTUL TESTS FIT THE .OS LEVEL 
DRIFT PtWHTER 
FIG. 1. Power of the fixed plan and sequential plan tests for a significance level of 0.05. 
(-) Sequential plan. (---) fixed plan. 
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for the fixed plan test. Also, some indication of the loss of power incurred by 
including unimportant additional covariates may be obtained by comparing 
curves which correspond to differing numbers of covariates. 
Using Sen’s [ 141 result that the asymptotic expected sampling proportion 
is approximately the same as the expected stopping time of the Wiener 
process with drift, we may examine the behavior of the expected sampling 
proportion as a function of the drift parameter. A graph of the expected 
stopping time as a function of the drift parameter is given in Fig. 2 for a 
significance level of 0.05. We see that the saving in simpling units may be 
substantial when the drift parameter is large. At the same time, the loss of 
power incurred by using the sequential version as opposed to the fixed plan 
version is rather small. 
It should be noted that, because of the strong skewness to the right of the 
exponential distribution, the actual savings in time should be a larger 
proportion than the savings in sampling units. A similar effect should occur 
for other distributions which are strongly skewed to the right. 
Also note that early stopping and acceptance of the null hypothesis is 
possible. As in the Halperin-Ware approach [7] for the two-sample 
problem, if at any point during the experiment all possible future failure 
patterns do not result in rejection of the null hypothesis, the null hypothesis 
may be accepted early. 
We conclude that, asymptotically for Savage scores and local alternatives, 
EXPECTEO STWPIW TIM V6. DRIFT #r THE .OS LEVEL 
zol 1.0 2.0 9.0 q.0 
DRIFT MTER 
FIG. 2. Expected stopping time vs drift parameter for significance level of 0.05. 
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the Majumdar-Sen progressive censoring approach allows the possibility of 
substantial savings in time and experimental units while incurring only a 
slight loss of power as compared to the fixed plan test. Therefore, in many 
testing experiments the progressibely censored test may be preferred to the 
fixed plan test. 
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